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The evolution of the Western Mediterranean is strongly affected by the collision of the African and Eurasian plates.
The plate boundary as seen from earthquakes is diffuse over a wide area extending north and south of Gibraltar
strait. The Western end of the Mediterranean is delineated by the Gibraltar Arc System, comprising the arcuate
Spanish Betic and Moroccan Rif Mountain Belts, together with the Alboran-Sea Basin in-between. The extension
of the Alboran Basin which started from Late Eocene and which coexisted with the Africa -Europe conversion
is still under debate and is one of the key points to constrain the evolution of the Western Mediterranean. This
motivated our interest to map the still unknown crustal transition from the Betic-Rif chain into the Alboran Sea,
taking advantage of the coincidence in time (October 2011) of two seismic experiments in the area, on land (Rifsis
project) and at sea (Gassis-WestMed project). For this purpose we deployed several tens of seismic stations,
both in Morocco and Spain, to record the air-gun shooting (every 50 m) of the Sarmiento de Gamboa Spanish
vessel performing multichannel reflection profiles at the Alboran sea, and hence to extend these marine lines to
wide-angle distances in-land.
The airguns were calibrated for the near zero-offset marine reflection study and it turns out to be difficult
to observe clear signals on the records in-land at offsets larger than about 70 km. The data has therefore been
processed with a frequency-dependent lateral coherence filter to enhance coherent reflection/refraction signals
through the frequency-dependent attenuation of incoherent noise and signals. This processing has permitted to
track signals (seismic energy) up to more than 200 km on some profiles. Hence, a classical procedure of forward
modeling (ray tracing approach) to fit the travel times of the identified wide-angle phases is now underway, taking
advantage of the sedimentary/basement sequences inferred from the multichannel sections to constrain the upper
part of the velocity-depth model. The first structural results delineate significant lateral variations in crustal depths,
particularly at the Rif-Alboran transition. In our presentation we will show and discuss data processing examples
which enabled signal detection to large offsets, the signal identification and their interpretation, and the different
2-D cross sections which image the crustal transition to the Alboran Basin.

